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Abstract The Colorado River Basin is a fundamentally important river for society, ecology, and energy in
the United States. Streamflow estimates are often provided using modeling tools which rely on uncertain
parameters; sensitivity analysis can help determine which parameters impact model results. Despite the fact
that simulated flows respond to changing climate and vegetation in the basin, parameter sensitivity of the
simulations under climate change has rarely been considered. In this study, we conduct a global sensitivity
analysis to relate changes in runoff, evapotranspiration, snow water equivalent, and soil moisture to model
parameters in the Variable Infiltration Capacity (VIC) hydrologic model. We combine global sensitivity
analysis with a space-filling Latin Hypercube Sampling of the model parameter space and statistical
emulation of the VIC model to examine sensitivities to uncertainties in 46 model parameters following a
variance-based approach. We find that snow-dominated regions are much more sensitive to uncertainties
in VIC parameters. Although baseflow and runoff changes respond to parameters used in previous
sensitivity studies, we discover new key parameter sensitivities. For instance, changes in runoff and
evapotranspiration are sensitive to albedo, while changes in snow water equivalent are sensitive to canopy
fraction and Leaf Area Index (LAI) in the VIC model. It is critical for improved modeling to narrow uncertainty
in these parameters through improved observations and field studies. This is important because LAI and
albedo are anticipated to change under future climate and narrowing uncertainty is paramount to advance
our application of models such as VIC for water resource management.

Plain Language Summary The Colorado River Basin is a fundamentally important river for society,
ecology, and energy in the United States. In this study, we conduct a sensitivity analysis to relate changes in
streamflow and other water balance changes such as evapotranspiration, snow, and soil moisture to model
parameters in a hydrologic model. We find that snow-dominated regions are much more sensitive to
uncertainties in our model parameters. We also discover new key parameter sensitivities, for example,
changes in runoff and evapotranspiration are sensitive to the reflectivity of the Earth’s surface, while snow
water equivalent is sensitive to parameters related to vegetation canopy size. It is critical for improved
hydrological modeling to narrow uncertainty in these parameters through improved observations and field
studies. This is particularly important because we know that these parameters are anticipated to change in
the future. It is imperative that we improve our hydrological models to make correct decisions for basin-scale
water resource management and planning, particularly in the water-stressed Southwestern United States.

1. Introduction

The Colorado River Basin supplies water for more than 35 million people, irrigation for approximately
22,000 km2, and generates �6 3 106 MWh of power on average per year (Reclamation, 2017). Accurate esti-
mation of basin-wide streamflow for the Colorado River Basin is therefore increasingly important for the
complex network of infrastructures that operate based on flow availability. Streamflow estimates are often
provided using regional hydrological modeling tools that can effectively compute basin-scale hydrological
water balances and identify changes in the magnitude, timing, and associated hydrological process changes
leading to these shifts across the Colorado River Basin’s vast river network. However, detailed information is
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needed for the basin-scale system to be correctly represented, which includes evaluation of parameter sen-
sitivity, and uncertainty quantification. Understanding hydrological model sensitivity and uncertainty
improves model transparency and confidence and therefore is critical for understanding projected future
water supplies for energy companies, management agencies, municipalities, farming, household use, and
recreation (Graf, 1999).

Colorado River flows have long been identified as being sensitive to climate change (e.g., Barnett & Pierce,
2008, 2009; Cayan et al., 2010; Gleick & Chalecki, 1999; Harding et al., 1995; McCabe & Wolock, 2007; Nash &
Gleick, 1991; Seager et al., 2013; Wilby et al., 1999) and have a recorded history of decade long droughts
and episodic wet periods (Stockton & Jacoby, 1976; Woodhouse et al., 2006), which are likely to reoccur in
the future with potentially greater intensity (Woodhouse et al., 2010). Complicating the matter, the Colorado
River Basin covers a vast area (640,000 km2) that includes diverse ecological communities spanning open
shrublands, montane forests, and alpine meadows. This gives rise to a wide range of hydrological conditions
that control streamflow quantities, such as early season soil moisture, evapotranspiration, and snowpack, all
of which require a detailed assessment of uncertainties and sensitivities.

Typically, water use management for the Colorado River Basin relies on hydrologic modeling to estimate
hydrological conditions on short-term (e.g., daily) to long-term (e.g., decadal, century) time scales (Werner
et al., 2005, 2013). Longer-term projections and system understanding of climate impacts on the Colorado
River Basin have been extensively examined to consider climate change impacts on the water resources
(Barnett et al., 2004; Castle et al., 2014; Christensen et al., 2004; Christensen & Lettenmaier, 2007; Nash &
Gleick, 1991). However, little attention has been directed toward quantifying model sensitivities of climate
change effects on projected results. Notable exceptions are Vano et al. (2012) and Mendoza et al. (2015,
2016) where different hydrological and land surface models (LSMs) were shown to produce significantly dif-
ferent projections of runoff for the Colorado River Basin.

The role that parameter uncertainty and sensitivity of model output to parameter choices (referred to here
as parameter sensitivity) within the same model structure (or in comparison to other models and model
structures) plays on projection uncertainty has been evaluated by a handful of studies (Mendoza et al.,
2015, 2016; Vano et al., 2014; Vidal et al., 2016). These publications have emphasized the importance of
hydrological model choice and parameter calibration and optimization approaches on the influence of cli-
mate change impacts. In other work, however, the Variable Infiltration Capacity (VIC) hydrologic model has
been applied in the Colorado River Basin to examine impacts of climate change on water resources without
taking into account parameter sensitivity (Christensen et al., 2004; Christensen & Lettenmaier, 2007). Sensi-
tivity analysis has long been recognized as a necessary modeling tool in hydrology (e.g., McCuen, 1973;
Song et al., 2015) to identify governing processes (Clark et al., 2008), model structural characteristics (Gupta
et al., 2012), and ways to reduce model uncertainty (Beven & Binley, 1992). Grouping parameters by way of
sensitivity analysis can eliminate unnecessary parameters from calibration space and reduce the probability
of over parameterization (Van Griensven et al., 2006), where model fits are achieved using inappropriate
parameterization. Furthermore, analyzing parameter sensitivity as basins respond to changing conditions
(Thirel et al., 2015), such as climate change, is necessary to ensure that the model is correctly adjusting to
conditions outside of the traditional calibration range.

Basin-scale modeling efforts that provide these long-term projections of hydrologic trends rely on finer-
scale regional models for streamflow simulations and climate change impact projections (Dibike & Couli-
baly, 2005; Graham et al., 2007; Laaha et al., 2016). These modeling efforts depend on a large degree of
parameterization to represent complex processes. However, it is not clear how underlying model parame-
terization controls uncertainties of projected hydrologic conditions as they are subjected to climate change.
For example, previous work on sensitivity tend to focus solely on the sensitivity to forcing parameters such
as temperature and precipitation (Christensen et al., 2004; Das et al., 2011; Harding et al., 2012; Vano et al.,
2014) but largely do not consider the range of responses anticipated from changing internal parameters.
There are notable exceptions, including Painter et al. (2010) and Deems et al.’s (2013) adjustment of albedo
parameters and Markstrom et al. (2016). Quantifying parameter sensitivity to projected climate change
answers key questions, including the followings. (1) What parameter combinations influence the relation-
ship between temperature and precipitation changes and simulated runoff results? (2) Are certain parame-
ters more sensitive to seasonality or location? (3) How much do variations in site-specific physical
conditions influence model parameterization relative to uncertainties about the future climate change?
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While regional-scale hydrologic models can offer process-based simulations, the computational demand
required to simulate ensembles necessary to analyze multiparameter sensitivity limits their use for long-
term simulations that capture climatic shifts. Often many of the parameters are inexact and ambiguous and
therefore necessitate uncertainty analysis, particularly for long-term projections with changing climate,
which can be computationally infeasible for process-based applications. Because some model parameters
are difficult to constrain with data—or have no simple and direct correspondence to observed data—it is
more appropriate to characterize the dependence or sensitivity of model predictions on uncertainties that
cannot be reduced by gaining new information on the system (or irreducible uncertainties) than it is to
attempt to eliminate uncertainty.

This is particularly true for long-term projections with changing climate. The use of reduced-order mod-
els (computationally inexpensive representations of more complex models) or process-based emulators
is an emerging and promising alternative. Emulation refers to statistical techniques used to make pre-
dictions about model behavior by interpolating the model response trained on a subset of representa-
tive process simulations. Emulators are much more computationally efficient than process simulations
themselves, and facilitate large perturbed-parameter ensemble studies to explore high-dimensional
spaces of model uncertainties, which would be too expensive to carry out with numerical simulations
alone. The exploration of model uncertainty provides increased model confidence and transparency.
Additionally, the emulator approach can sample a large range of uncertainty thereby identifying proba-
bilities of all possible solutions and revealing tipping points, i.e., key locations in solution space that
dramatically change model outcomes. Some studies have used statistical emulators as computationally
inexpensive proxies of hydrological models. McNeall et al. (2016) used a Gaussian process emulator as a
proxy to constrain seven carbon cycle parameters and examine their sensitivity in an ESM with respect
to forest fraction. Liu et al. (2016) emulated soil moisture fields in a fine-resolution surface-subsurface
hydrological model using a Gaussian process emulator with precipitation and evapotranspiration as
input parameters. Schnorbus and Cannon (2014) used a different approach consisting of regularized
multiple linear regression to emulate streamflow changes at the Peace and Fraser Rivers in British
Columbia as a function of projected changes in temperature and precipitation in a suite of CMIP3 and
CMIP5 climate models.

Here we present the first sensitivity study of a regional-scale hydrological model using a combination of
global sensitivity analysis (GSA, Saltelli et al., 2010) and a Gaussian process emulator, which allows the
exploration of the entire range of variations in model parameters. The particular approach to GSA used in
this study examines the uncertainty in model output in terms of the uncertainty of each parameter while
simultaneously varying all other parameters. While this is a variance-based approach to GSA, other
approaches include regional or screening methods (Song et al., 2015). By using a large enough number of
model estimates at different parameter configurations, the variance-based methodology allows to objec-
tively quantify sensitivity indices to rank parameters according to their relative influence in the model out-
put (Sarrazin et al., 2016). Other sensitivity analysis methods rely on one-factor-at-a-time (OFAT) or local
approaches in which sensitivities are examined only in the vicinity of reference (or default) parameter values
by keeping all other model parameters fixed. When a model has several parameters, sensitivities are exam-
ined locally for one single parameter by perturbing its reference value and keeping the other parameters
fixed at their own default values (Saltelli & Annoni, 2010). The disadvantage of these methods is that they
cannot easily handle the nonlinear character of many complex computer models and the interactions that
occur between combinations of model parameter settings. Thus, they do not explore the full range of
uncertainty of model parameters, resulting in an incomplete picture of the model behavior (Saltelli &
Annoni, 2010). GSA, however, explores the full range of parameter uncertainty, allowing us to evaluate non-
linear interactions among parameters (Saltelli et al., 2010).

We focus our study on the sensitivity of the water budget of the VIC model version 4.2 (Bohn & Vivoni,
2016; Liang et al., 1994, 1996) to both parameter uncertainty and future climate change in the Colorado
River Basin. Ultimately, we present results that could be applicable to parameter sensitivity of similar hydrol-
ogy models. Because GSA is computationally expensive, we use an approximation of the VIC model based
on a Gaussian process emulator. We introduce our study area and the VIC model in section 2, followed by
details on GSA, Gaussian emulation and sensitivity indices (sections 2.5 and 2.6). Results, discussion, and
conclusions follow in sections 3, 4, and 5, respectively.
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2. Methods

2.1. Study Area
Our study area is the Colorado River Basin, covering an area of 640,000 km2 in the semiarid to arid South-
west of the United States and Northern Mexico. The large range of landscapes and ecosystems spans multi-
ple climatic zones and has significant spatial and temporal climate variability. Spatially, observed annual
average temperatures range from 269 to 297 K (average 284 K) and annual average precipitation total
ranges from 79 to 1,699 mm (average 363 mm; Livneh et al., 2015). Most precipitation in the basin falls as
snow at high elevations. In large part due to this precipitation distribution, the bulk of the flow of the Colo-
rado River, roughly 85%, originates between its upper headwaters and Lees Ferry at Glen Canyon, AZ (Chris-
tensen & Lettenmaier, 2007).

Figure 1 shows the locations of seven cells used to build VIC emulators (see below), as well as each cell’s
temperature and precipitation trends. The cells are drawn from a broader pool of climate trends from the
set of three Earth system models (ESMs, Figure 2). We sample the range of warming (between 6.5 K DT in
cell 3 and 10 K DT in cell 5), wetting (cells 1 and 2) and drying (cells 6 and 7), as well as average conditions
(cell 4 with DT 5 8 K and DP 5 4 mm/month). We build emulators and perform our sensitivity analysis on all
seven of these cells, and results are discussed in detail for a subset of four.

2.2. Global Climate Models and Downscaling
We force VIC with downscaled climate driver data derived from three ESMs participating in the fifth version
of the Coupled Model Intercomparison Project (CMIP5), at seven locations within the Colorado River Basin
that are chosen to span the range of temperature and precipitation trends seen in the combined set of cli-
mate projections (Figures 1 and 2). The three ESMs are HadGEM2-ES, MIROC-ESM and MPI-ESM-LR (Gior-
getta et al., 2013; Jones et al., 2011; Watanabe et al., 2011). We have chosen these models because they
represent a range of responses for the Colorado River Basin, including future projections of a wetter/warmer

m 

Figure 1. Main map shows the study area and selected cells overlaid on an elevation map (elevation in meters). Surround-
ing plots show the temperature (blue lines) and precipitation (yellow bars) time series for each selected cell. For every
cell, blue lines show annual mean temperature anomalies calculated with respect to the first decade of the simulation
(1950–1959). For precipitation, yellow bars represent decadal means for better visibility of absolute precipitation values.
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future (MIROC-ESM) and a drier/warmer future (HadGEM2-ES), with
one model that projects a neutral precipitation shift with more
moderate warming (MPI-ESM-LR, based primarily on spring, summer
and annual changes as a difference from 2070–2099 to 1970–1999,
supporting information Figure S1). We combine historical simula-
tions from 1950 to 2005 with Representative Concentration Pathway
(RCP) 8.5 simulations from 2006 to 2100 (see Van Vuuren et al., 2011
for details on RCPs used in CMIP5). We focus on RCP8.5 because it is
likely to produce the most change in ecosystems and hydrology (Le
Qu�er�e et al., 2015) and impacts to society. The ESM outputs are
downscaled using Multivariate Adaptive Constructed Analogs
(MACA, Abatzoglou & Brown, 2012), a statistical downscaling
method which utilizes historical temperature, precipitation and
wind speed obtained from Livneh et al. (2015, 1950–2010) as a train-
ing data set to remove historical biases and match spatial patterns
in climate model output. The downscaled ESM data have a resolu-
tion of approximately 7 km by 7 km. Within VIC, downscaled ESM
variables of precipitation and minimum/maximum temperature are
converted to other necessary variables like shortwave and longwave
radiation, and vapor pressure, and disaggregated from daily to
hourly resolution (Bohn et al., 2013). This is important to note as
trends in VIC model simulated hourly minimum and maximum tem-
perature can affect the estimated variables in ways that might coun-
ter ESM predictions (Pierce et al., 2013).

For each of the three ESMs, we obtain a 150 year time series of daily climate data, and randomly sample
1,000 grid cells from each field, uniformly in space over the full Colorado domain, and examine the temper-
ature versus precipitation trends in these 3,000 random samples (Thiel-Sen slopes calculated based on
monthly averages of the daily maximum and minimum temperature and monthly sums of precipitation
over the 150 year period (Sen, 1968; Theil, 1950)). Figure 2 shows the distribution of temperature trends
plotted against precipitation trends. Black dots show where the seven sample cells lie in climate space. Clear
differences in climate trends among the models are apparent in this plot. For instance, MIROC-ESM (orange
dots) has the largest spread in temperature trends, as well as the strongest overall warming, while MPI-
ESM-LR (purple dots) has a smaller spread, as well as lower warming trends. However, for the purpose of
this study, we do not distinguish among the ESMs and treat all grid cells as a single sample population.

2.3. VIC Model
VIC is a spatially distributed macroscale hydrologic model that accounts for 1-D variably saturated infil-
tration and includes a decoupled surface routing scheme that is able to capture transient basin dis-
charge (Liang et al., 1994, 1996; Lohmann et al., 1996, 1998). The VIC model version 4.2, used here, is
described in Bohn and Vivoni (2016). This version of VIC includes a new clumped vegetation formulation
that allows for spacing between plants, making it more accurate in arid and semiarid regions where the
vegetation canopy is not continuous as assumed by VIC’s previous big leaf vegetation formulation. Other
major improvements include daily time series of albedo, Leaf Area Index (LAI), and canopy fraction for
each model grid cell. The vegetation schemes for LAI, albedo, and canopy fraction have been parameter-
ized using climatological average values from the Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer
(MODIS) vegetation NASA products (MOD15A2, MCD43A3, and MOD13A1; Huete et al., 2002; Myneni
et al., 2002; Schaaf et al., 2002) over the period 2000–2012. Details on the vegetation parameterization
are provided in Bohn and Vivoni (2016). A description of the sampling strategy applied to the vegetation
parameters is described in section 2.4.

Soil classes were primarily based on physical soil data obtained from the LDAS 1 km-resolution data set
produced by the Pennsylvania State University (Maurer et al., 2002; Miller & White, 1998) interpolated to the
1/16th degree grid scale (Livneh et al., 2015). Soil texture classification was based on averages of the 16
LDAS soil classes, and ranked according to moisture retention capacity in cascading order based on the third,
second, and first soil layer (Rawls et al., 1993, Table 5.3.2). Field capacity, wilting point, bulk density, soil density

Figure 2. Temperature trends (K/150 years) are plotted against precipitation
trends (mm/150 years) for 3,000 randomly selected cells from three different
ESMs. Different colors represent individual models (green is HadGEM2-ES,
orange is MIROC-ESM, and purple is MPI-ESM-LR). Numbered, black dots repre-
sent the cells used in this study.
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and saturated hydraulic conductivity, and bubbling pressure were obtained from previous studies (Cosby
et al., 1984; Rawls et al., 1993; Reynolds et al., 2000). The rate of exponential decrease of saturated hydraulic
conductivity with soil moisture was taken from Demaria et al. (2007). Initial soil moisture, residual soil mois-
ture, soils depths, and root depths were estimated based on the local conditions and prior model calibration
in watersheds exhibiting similar environmental conditions (Bohn & Vivoni, 2016; Westrick et al., 2002). The
infiltration curve rate, and three empirical parameters used in the baseflow generation were obtained from
Shi et al. (2008) and the University of Washington’s VIC model website (http://vic.readthedocs.io).

Elevation bands used to distribute precipitation on the subgrid scale are generated using the National Ele-
vation Dataset (NED) digital elevation model (Gesch et al., 2009). For the seven grid cells, we simulate only
evergreen forest cover classifications (set to 100%) in order to limit the complexity of the sensitivity analysis.
We recognize that this is an oversimplification. For instance, evergreen forest cover is unlikely in arid loca-
tions, such as cells 3 and 4. However, these arid grids cells were not included in our final results due to a
lack of sensitivity in the absence of snowpack (see section 3). VIC is driven by inputs of precipitation (mm),
minimum and maximum temperature (8C), and wind speed (m/s) for 1950–2099, downscaled as described
(see section 2.1) using historical observed gridded climate data (Livneh et al., 2015). We run the model at
hourly time steps in full energy-balance mode.

2.4. Sampling Strategy/Approach
We have selected 19 VIC parameters (Table 1) based on known sensitive model properties and previous
work (see descriptions in section 2.3). They include, among others, the newly implemented spatially dis-
crete albedo, LAI, and canopy fraction parameters. To reduce the number of parameters, we ran
the model using seasonal averages for LAI, albedo and canopy fraction (e.g., for winter months, the
December–January–February average was used). Since we include replicates for some of the parameters

Table 1
VIC Model Parameters, Description, Range and Source, and the Prior Probability Distribution Functions Applied

Parameter Description Range (Source) Distribution

ksat (3) Saturated hydraulic conductivity 163–4,765 (Cosby et al., 1984) Lognormal
depth 2 Depth of second soil layer 0.1–1.2 (Livneh et al., 2015) Gamma
depth 3 Depth of third soil layer 0.5–2.1 (Westrick et al., 2002) Gamma
hb Bubbling pressure 4–45 (Rawls et al., 1993, Table 5.3.3) Lognormal
sd Sand 0.08–0.95 (Livneh et al., 2015; Maurer et al., 2002; Miller & White, 1998) Lognormal
bd Bulk density 1,200–1,609 (Cosby et al., 1984; Rawls et al., 1993; Reynolds et al., 2000) Lognormal
sdens Soil density 2,000–2,900 (Cosby et al., 1984; Rawls et al., 1993; Reynolds et al., 2000) Lognormal
fc Field capacity 0.11–0.59 (Cosby et al., 1984; Rawls et al., 1993; Reynolds et al., 2000) Normal
wp Wilting point 0.06–0.56 (Cosby et al., 1984; Rawls et al., 1993; Reynolds et al., 2000) Lognormal
bi Variable infiltration curve parameter (binfilt) 0.00001–0.5 (Shi et al., 2008) Normal
ds Fraction of Dsmax where nonlinear baseflow begins 0.0005–0.5 (Shi et al., 2008) Normal
dsmax Maximum velocity of baseflow 1–30 (Shi et al., 2008) Normal
ws Fraction of maximum soil moisture where

nonlinear baseflow occurs
0.5–1 (Shi et al., 2008) Normal

exp Exponent n in Campbell’s equation for
hydraulic conductivity

1–3 (Demaria et al., 2007) Normal

rootdepth Depth of roots (3) 0.1–5 (Bohn & Vivoni, 2016) Normal
rootfract Fraction of roots in each soil layer (3) 0–1 (Bohn & Vivoni, 2016) Normal
lai_djf Leaf Area Index (winter) 0.5–1.5 (Myneni et al., 2002) Gamma
lai_mam Leaf Area Index (spring) 1–1.7 (Myneni et al., 2002) Gamma
lai_jja Leaf Area Index (summer) 2–3.15 (Myneni et al., 2002) Gamma
lai_son Leaf Area Index (fall) 1.5–2 (Myneni et al., 2002) Gamma
alb_djf Albedo (winter) 0.01–0.75 (Huete et al., 2002) Gamma
alb_mam Albedo (spring) 0.03–0.61 (Huete et al., 2002) Gamma
alb_jja Albedo (summer) 0.04–0.56 (Huete et al., 2002) Gamma
alb_son Albedo (fall) 0.04–0.56 (Huete et al., 2002) Gamma
fcan_djf Canopy fraction (winter) 0.1–0.83 (Huete et al., 2002) Gamma
fcan_mam Canopy fraction (spring) 0.2–0.76 (Huete et al., 2002) Gamma
fcan_jja Canopy fraction (summer) 0.4–1.0 (Huete et al., 2002) Gamma
fcan_son Canopy fraction (fall) 0.3–0.8 (Huete et al., 2002) Gamma
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in Table 1 for each of the three soil layers in VIC, with each of the three layers having the same composite
range, the total number of model parameters adds up to 46.

We assign prior probability distribution functions (pdfs) to each parameter (Table 1). These pdfs are based
on parameter ranges which are either (a) obtained from the data parameterizations themselves, (b) derived
from the data ranges found in the Colorado River Basin (Livneh et al., 2015), or (c) based on values from the
literature (Demaria et al., 2007; Shi et al., 2008). The priors thus reflect a combination of process uncertain-
ties in the parameterizations, and spatial variation in properties across the domain.

We explore the high-dimensional parameter space using Latin Hypercube Sampling (LHS) to obtain an
ensemble of parameter combinations from the pdfs and evaluate the VIC model at these parameter combi-
nations (Lemieux, 2009). To stratify the space, we sample uniformly in a 46-dimensional unit hypercube and
map onto the parameter space using the inverse cumulative distribution function of each parameter’s prior.
These are truncated at minimum and maximum values for each parameter, taken to be mean parameter
values 63 standard deviations whenever they are realistic. Cutoff values are implemented if the resulting
intervals are not physically plausible, such as zero values when the parameter cannot be negative. This map-
ping guarantees that samples represent equal-probability outcomes according to their prior. Parameters
such as rootfract1, rootfract2, and rootfract3, are jointly constrained to add up to 1. In these cases, we use
the redundantly parameterized normal distributions proposed by Gelman (1995).

Emulators are computationally efficient statistical approximations that can be used to (approximately) sam-
ple model behavior more widely than is feasible using the expensive numerical model itself. Because the
statistical emulator does not need the training data to be sampled from any particular distribution, we use
this flexibility to sample parameter space and compromise between design requirements. For example, we
would like our sampling strategy to emphasize ‘‘likely’’ regions of parameter space in order to ensure the
emulator is most accurate where it is most needed, but we also do not want the emulator to become inac-
curate in ‘‘unlikely’’ regions of parameter space that may be associated with extreme outcomes. We first
obtain �10,000 data points in the previously described unit hypercube to train the emulators. The first
�5,000 data points in the unit hypercube are transformed onto parameter space using the prior pdfs as
described above, placing more samples near the prior mode. The remaining �5,000 data points are trans-
formed according to uniform distributions, to obtain better coverage at the tails of the prior distributions.
LHS is also used to produce sampling designs for the trained emulator that will be used to estimate the sen-
sitivity indices described in section 2.6.

2.5. Gaussian Process Emulator
A Gaussian process emulator is a probabilistic approximation of a more complex model using interpolation.
Once trained on a set of input-output pairs obtained from the complex model (in our case VIC), it can be
used to predict responses (or outputs) of a complex model for any combination of input parameters.

Gaussian processes express model output in terms of Gaussian distributions characterized by their predic-
tive means and covariances given a set of input parameters. In fitting an emulator, one important assump-
tion is that the model outputs are smooth functions of the inputs, thereby ensuring that nearby input
points have similar output values. Our emulator validation in section 3 shows that smoothness is a reason-
able assumption and that we can emulate VIC processes well. For a detailed description of Gaussian pro-
cesses, the reader is referred to Rasmussen and Williams (2006).

The covariance functions used in the emulation provide the form of the covariance between outputs in
terms of input parameters. Typical covariance functions depend on length-scales controlling their smooth-
ness or how rapidly the response function varies (i.e., short length-scales indicate rapid variations). They
also depend on process variances controlling the overall variance of the functions. The length-scales and
process variances are obtained by maximizing the probability of the data given the fitted emulator. Prior
assumptions about the mean and covariance functions are made and then updated based on evidence
obtained from the training data set. In this study, we explore different forms of covariance functions, includ-
ing exponential, squared exponential, Matern-3/2, Matern-5/2, and combinations of sums and products
among them (Rasmussen & Williams, 2006).

We run 8,125 training simulations from 1950 to 2099, based on parameter combinations obtained from the
LHS, for each of the seven selected grid cells (Figure 1). We define four output variables of interest, annual
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Drunoff, Dsoil moisture in June, March snow water equivalent (Dswe) and annual Devapotranspiration, by
subtracting the 1970–1999 average values from the 2070–2099 averages. These quantities representing
indicators of climate change, which carry information on both the historical period and the projected simu-
lations, are the variables to be emulated and for which sensitivity measures will be derived in section 3.

We build emulators for each of the four difference statistics and each of the seven cells in Figure 1, a total
of 28 individual emulators. We then use the VIC output to cross-validate the emulators. During cross valida-
tion, we divide 8,000 data points from the training data set into eight disjoint data sets consisting of 1,000
points each. The remaining 125 points are set aside. Each of the eight subsets is used as a training data set
once, while the others are simultaneously used as validation data sets. We compute a root-mean-square
error (RMSE) over all validation points for each trained emulator. The emulator with the covariance function
that results in the lowest RMSE is used to conduct the sensitivity analysis.

Figure 3 shows a comparison of the simulated variables of interest and corresponding emulator predictions
at the 125 random points not used during the fitting process, using cell 1 as an example. The emulated out-
puts reproduce simulated results well, particularly for the changes in Drunoff, Dsoil moisture in June, and
March Dswe (Figures 3a, 3c, and 3d). In general, simulated quantities lie within 61 standard deviation of
emulator predictions, indicating that the emulators are a good representation of the VIC model for our out-
puts of interest. For small changes in Devapotranspiration (Figure 3b), however, the emulator slightly over-
estimates VIC results for a few model configurations. Figure 4 show the emulator validation for all cells, in

Figure 3. Cross validation of the Gaussian process emulator for variables at cell 1 shows good agreement between VIC simu-
lated output variables and the same variables emulated by Gaussian processes, where Devapotr 5Devapotranspiration and
Dmoisture 5Dsoil moisture. Vertical red bars represent the predictive standard deviation of the emulated variables.
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terms of RMSE between emulated and simulated quantities. In order
to provide a basis for comparison, we normalized the RMSE by an
amount representing the spread in model output, in this case the
standard deviation of the simulated quantities. Bar plots in Figure 4
show normalized RMSEs for each of the seven cells and the four
quantities of interest. The best emulation results are obtained for
Dswe (Figure 4d) as indicated by overall lower normalized RMSE val-
ues. The emulations of Drunoff (Figure 4a) and Devapotranspiration
(Figure 4b) display similar performance with normalized RMSE
around 0.2–0.35, similar to agreements displayed in the scatterplots
in Figures 3a and 3b. The emulation of Dsoil moisture (Figure 4c)
has relatively less skill, in particular for cells 2–5 but performs well
for cells 1, 6, and 7.

In Figure 5, we show the results of running the training simulations
for each ESM for six of the seven grids cells (cell 3 results not avail-
able for all ESMs) for Devapotranspiration; Drunoff is included in
supporting information Figure S2. Differences between histograms
for different ESMs indicate sensitivity of results to ESM choice. The
less overlap between histograms, the more important the role ESM
sensitivity plays relative to parameter sensitivity. When histograms
are close together and have comparable widths, parameters sensi-
tivities are greater or on par with the ESM sensitivities. This is the
case for cells 1, 5, 7, while cells 4 and 6 in particular are dominated
by ESM sensitivity.

2.6. Sensitivity Indices
We use a variance-based approach to quantify the sensitivity of the
VIC model to input parameters. This approach constructs an ‘‘uncer-
tainty budget’’ for the VIC model, quantifying how much each input
uncertainty contributes to the total output uncertainty. The method
apportions model output variance in terms of main effects of p indi-
vidual parameters, and effects involving interactions among two or

more input parameters. Indices representing main effects (Si) and total effects (STi) follow from the vari-
ance decomposition of model output Y 5 f(X) as sums of terms of increasing dimensionality (Saltelli
et al., 2010).

f Xð Þ5f01
Xp

i51

fi Xið Þ1
Xp

1�i<j

fij Xi;Xj
� �

1 � � � 1f1;2;...;p X1; X2; : :; Xp
� �

(1)

The individual functions in (1) are required to be orthogonal so that the following decomposition also holds
for the variances (V) across uncertainty in inputs Xi (Jacques et al., 2006).

V Yð Þ5
Xp

i51

Vi1
Xp

1�i<j

Vij1 � � � 1V1;2;...;p (2)

where Vi5VX i Ex�i YjXið Þð Þ. Here Xi represents the ith input parameter, VX i is the variance taken over all values
of Xi , while Ex�i is the expected value taken over all parameters while keeping Xi fixed. Fractions of total vari-
ance, which can be used to estimate the sensitivity of the model to input parameters, are obtained by nor-
malizing the above equation by V(Y):

15
Xp

i51

Si1
Xp

1�i<j

Sij1 � � � 1S1;2;...;p (3)

The Si terms in the first sum are the first-order (or main effect) sensitivity indices, which can be mathemati-
cally expressed as

Figure 4. Average normalized RMSE of the cross validation of the Gaussian pro-
cess emulator for variables and emulated outputs for cells 1–7 as bar plots.
Each cell is represented by a different color in the bar plot as shown in the leg-
end. Note the different scale for June Dsoil moisture and March Dswe.
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Si5
VX i Ex�i YjXið Þð Þ

V Yð Þ (4)

The main effect indices give the reduction in variance to be obtained
if parameter Xi were fixed. Hence, large main effects imply that the
parameter is important to learn in order to reduce uncertainty. How-
ever, small main effects do not imply that the parameter’s uncertainty
can be neglected, because it may interact strongly with other parame-
ters even if its direct importance to the output is low. The Sij terms in
the second sum are the second-order sensitivity indices, and so on.
The higher-order indices represent variance explained by interactions
between parameters, which cannot be attributed to individual effects
of input parameters. Total effect indices can be derived from both the
main effects and higher-order effect indices containing all the terms
involving Xi and are expressed as

STi5
EX�i VX i YjX�ið Þð Þ

V Yð Þ (5)

Here X�i represents all input parameters but Xi . In general, model
parameters with small total effect indices can be set to default values,
ignoring their uncertainty, without affecting the model output signifi-
cantly. This implicitly accounts for the interaction of the parameter
with all other parameters.

In order to calculate the sensitivity indices, we use estimators given by
Saltelli et al. (2010), which require on the order of 105 model evaluations
per input parameter to guarantee convergence of the estimators. In
order to evaluate all input parameters in this study, �5 3 106 model
evaluations are needed. This further highlights the benefits of using an
emulation approach to generate fast approximations of the VIC model.

3. Results

3.1. Temperature and Precipitation Trends
Overall, temperature trends vary from 6.5 to 10 K, implying that the entire
Colorado River Basin warms substantially by the end of the century (Table
2). The climate sensitivity, or global average equilibrium warming for an
instantaneous doubling of CO2 of our three models, ranges from 3.6 K for

MPI-ESM-LR to 4.7 K for MIROC-ESM, compared to 2.1–4.7 K for the entire suite of models participating in CMIP5
(IPCC, 2007). Regions such as the Colorado tend to warm much more than global averages. This is due to the fact
that the global average is dominated by the oceans, which cover 70% of the Earth’s surface, and the ocean sur-
face does not warm as quickly as land surfaces do (Geoffroy et al., 2015; Sutton et al., 2007). The results for the
Colorado River Basin are in line with other assessments, which project the U.S. Southwest to warm by 5.5–9.58C
by the 2080s (A2 scenario), and the United States as a whole to warm between 5 and 108C by the end of the cen-
tury (Garfin et al., 2014).

Most cells in MIROC-ESM become wetter in a warming climate (positive precipitation trends), while both
HadGEM2-ES and MPI-ESM-LR exhibit regions of drying (negative precipitation trends) as well as wetting.
While low elevations and southern locations in the basin are consistently projected to become drier, we see
variability in precipitation trends in the northern and mountainous regions, with areas of both wetting and
drying (not shown). This is in agreement with other research indicating that the dry regions of the globe
will become dryer, while wet regions will become wetter under future climate change (Donat et al., 2016;

Figure 5. Histograms of the parameter sensitivities plotted for each of the
three ESMs for six of the seven cells for Devapotr. 5 Devapotranspiration. Leg-
end indicates the color that represents each ESM. Where the spread between
histograms are large, ESM sensitivity is large. When histograms overlap each
other, parameter sensitivity is on par or larger than ESM sensitivities.
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Garfin et al., 2014). However, large uncertainties remain in projections of precipitation, and this is particu-
larly true at the regional-to-local scales we are concerned with for the Colorado River (Wang et al., 2009).

3.2. Sensitivity to Parameter Uncertainty
To get an initial idea of the sensitivity of model output to parameter uncertainty, we first look at the output
from the 8,125 VIC runs. Table 3 summarizes the mean and standard deviation of change in the four output
variables of interest over the entire ensemble. Mean values indicate the expected change in these quanti-
ties, and the standard deviation is a measure of the sensitivity of changes to parameter uncertainty along
with the magnitude of the climate forcing.

Both means and standard deviations are largest for cells 1, 2, 6, and 7. These cells are forced with large positive
(cells 1 and 2) and negative (cells 6 and 7) precipitation changes. Cells 3–5, forced with precipitation trends close
to zero, have small mean and standard deviation output variable changes. Two of the cells, 3 and 4, are located
at lower elevations in the arid southern part of the basin, do not have a snowpack, and have a negligible nega-
tive precipitation trend of 21.7 and 21.0 mm/month, respectively. Cell 5 is located in the mountainous western
Upper Colorado Basin, and is forced with the strongest warming (108C), but experiences a small precipitation
trend of only 14.1 mm/month. In general, we find that cells with a snowpack show much stronger sensitivity to
parameter uncertainty than do cells without a snowpack because the largest changes in Drunoff,
Devapotranspiration, Dsoil moisture, and Dswe are driven by changes in the volume and duration of the pack.

In summary, cells forced with large precipitation trends, either positive or negative, exhibit stronger sensitiv-
ity to parameter uncertainty than cells with small precipitation trends. We observe no such relationship for
temperature trends, which are positive and relatively large for all cells. We focus the following in-depth
analysis of parameter sensitivity on cells with large standard deviations (cells 1, 2, 6, and 7).

3.3. Sensitivity in Water Budget Variables
In order to better understand the sensitivity of VIC output to parameter choices, we next examine the sensi-
tivity indices described in section 2.6. We show the histograms for parameter and ESM sensitivity for six of
the seven cells; indicating the importance of the parameters as compared to ESM sensitivity, particularly for
Devapotranspiration (Figure 5). This result indicates the importance of considering parameter uncertainty
and sensitivity in hydrological modeling; particular for basins such as those located in the U.S. Southwest,
where evapotranspiration under climate change is expected to increase as temperatures increases.

The main and total effects of the changes in water budget variables of Drunoff, Devapotranspiration, Dsoil
moisture in June, and Dswe are shown in Figure 6 for three of the snow-dominated grid cells (cells 1, 6, and
7). Each of these three cells represents results obtained using precipitation and temperature forcing from
one of the three ESMs. Differences between main effects (empty circles) and total effects (filled circles) for a
parameter in Figure 6 indicate interactions with other parameters. If the main effects and the total effects
coincide, the parameter has no interactions, and the sensitivity of the variable of interest to that parameter
is not influenced by the values chosen for other parameters.

We find that parameter sensitivity depends on the output variable of interest. Drunoff, Devapotranspiration,
and Dsoil moisture show large sensitivity to the same group of model parameters, whereas Dswe is sensitive
to a different set of parameters. The parameters driving the sensitivity of the first three water budget variables
are mainly those governing baseflow generation from VIC’s third soil layer (Figures 6a–6c), the most important

Table 2
Cell Number (No.), ESM Model, Latitude, Longitude, Elevation (m), Temperature (8C), and Precipitation (mm/month) Trends

Cell no. Model
Latitude (8N)/

longitude (8W)
Elevation

(m)
Temp. trend
(K/150 years)

Precip. trend
(mm/150 years)

1 MIROC-ESM 39.72/106.34 3,484 7.5 22.5
2 MIROC-ESM 38.34/108.28 2,766 8.5 11.2
3 MIROC-ESM 31.78/112.16 587 6.5 21.7
4 MIROC-ESM 33.22/110.22 854 8.0 21.0
5 MIROC-ESM 40.97/110.16 2,513 10.0 4.1
6 MPI-ESM-LR 34.53/111.34 2,131 7.5 214.8
7 HadGEM2-ES 37.34/106.66 3,488 8.5 210.3
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being the maximum velocity of the baseflow (dsmax) and the fraction at which nonlinear baseflow begins
(ds). These parameters in the VIC model govern the rate and shape of the variable infiltration curve that deter-
mines the rate and volume of water flowing through a grid cell. Sensitivity of model outputs to these parame-
ters makes sense given the formulations such as the variable infiltration curve and the baseflow generation
curve that are the foundation of VIC’s model architecture (Liang et al., 1994) and the fact that these parame-
ters are traditionally applied in model calibration (i.e., Elsner et al., 2010). The fact that sensitivity to the same
parameters was found in previous studies of present day climate (Christensen & Lettenmaier, 2007; Demaria
et al., 2007) indicates that these parameterizations hold in both current climate and when running the model
under a changing climate scenario.

Another important parameter (mostly for cell 1) is the depth of the third
soil layer (depth3), which strongly affects Dsoil moisture and to a lesser
extent changes in Drunoff and Devapotranspiration (mostly for cell 1).
Dsoil moisture in June is also sensitive to both the variable infiltration
parameter (bi) that governs the shape of the infiltration curve and the
fraction of maximum soil moisture where nonlinear baseflow occurs (ws),
which again are parameters that influence the amount of water that
moves through a grid cell. Drunoff and Devapotranspiration are also sen-
sitive to summertime albedo, particularly for grid cells 6 and 7, where
precipitation decreases are projected.

The most important parameters can influence Drunoff,
Devapotranspiration, and Dsoil moisture in June not only through
first-order effects but also through interactions with other parameters.
Particularly strong interactions occur between dsmax, ds, and depth3 for
Dsoil moisture in cell 1 (Figure 6c), and between dsmax and ds for
Devapotranspiration in cell 6 (Figure 6b), as evidenced by the large
gaps between main and total effects. Other effects show less interac-
tion and are explained mainly by first-order effects of the parameters
on changes in the variables of interest.

Dswe is sensitive to a different group of parameters, including winter-
time canopy fraction (fcan_djf) and wintertime LAI (lai_djf). Cells 6 and
7, forced with negative precipitation changes display strong interac-
tions between fcan_djf and lai_djf, indicating that the response in the
change of snow water equivalent to changes in one of these parameters
is strongly affected by the value of the other parameter. Interactions
between fcan_djf and lai_djf are weaker for cell 1, which was forced with
a precipitation increase. These parameters are recent improvements in
VIC 4.2 and our results suggest that model users should utilize the new-
est VIC configurations, particularly in snow-dominated watersheds and

Table 3
Ensemble Mean (m), Standard Deviation (std), and Coefficient of Variation (CV) of the 2070–2099 to 1970–1999 Changes in
Mean Monthly Runoff (Drunoff), Evapotranspiration (Devapotr.), Soil Moisture (Dmoist.) in June, and March Snow Water
Equivalent (Dswe) for 8,125 VIC Runs

Cell

Drunoff (mm) Devapotr. (mm) Dmoist. (mm) Dswe (mm)

l std CV l std CV l std CV l std CV

1 284.7 14.8 5.20 56.4 15.6 271.2 34.9 249.02 23.6 17.8 75.42
2 54.4 12.2 22.43 60.2 13.1 223.1 6.7 229.00 2158.7 6.8 24.28
3 22.7 3.6 2133.33 26.6 3.6 23.1 5.2 2167.74
4 26.1 4.4 272.13 4.1 4.3 26.8 3.8 255.88
5 7.6 6.3 82.89 40.5 6.4 211.0 5.9 253.64 245.1 4.6 210.20
6 2107.9 15.3 214.18 229.5 14.1 235.7 21.7 260.78 21.5 0.4 226.67
7 287.1 22.6 225.95 74.2 22.7 295.1 18.2 219.14 299.1 12.3 212.41

Figure 6. Sensitivity indices are shown for the four output variables (shown in
individual panels) and the three grid cells/models (shown as different colors;
see legend) that exhibit the most variability in outputs in response to parame-
ter variation. Note that the parameters are sorted in the same way for runoff,
evapotranspiration, and soil moisture, but different parameters are shown for
snow water equivalent, which only exhibits sensitivity to fcan_djf and lai_djf.
Grey bars denote sensitivities between 0 and 0.05.
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basins where canopy coverage is variable (Bohn & Vivoni, 2016). This also suggests further refinement of the
algorithm for estimating canopy fraction from Normalized Difference Vegetation Index or NDVI may be impor-
tant for future work (Bohn & Vivoni, 2016; Carlson & Ripley, 1997).

4. Discussion

The large range of climates present across the Colorado River Basin pose a challenge for many studies
attempting to draw overarching conclusions about the delivery and fate of Colorado River water. These
issues were discussed most recently by Vano et al. (2014), who presented the results of a wide array of stud-
ies that vary greatly in terms of their estimate of projected streamflow change for Colorado River waters
(e.g., Cayan et al., 2010; Christensen et al., 2004; Christensen & Lettenmaier, 2007; Harding et al., 2012;
Seager et al., 2007, 2013). The uncertainties result from different methodologies of assessment that have
been applied in the Colorado River Basin. Major sources of uncertainty arise from differences in global cli-
mate models, emission scenarios, hydrological models, and downscaling approaches. For instance, four of
the studies reviewed by Vano et al. (2014) apply the VIC model and project runoff declines ranging from 6%
to 40%, depending on the choice of climate model, emission scenario and model resolution. Vano et al.
(2012) point out that increasing model resolution, in particular, tends to decrease sensitivity to temperature
change owing to improved representation of topography that leads to higher snowpacks and therefore
higher runoff generation. Our study is limited in that we do not consider the range of sensitivities across dif-
ferent hydrologic models or different downscaling techniques (Mizukami et al., 2016). Studies that incorpo-
rate a range of hydrologic models point to the greater influence of parameters compared to the influence
of climate scenarios on climate change impacts (Mendoza et al., 2015, 2016). When we incorporate all three
of the ESMs into our analysis and examine the results in comparison to parameter sensitivities, we find that
parameter sensitivity is on par or greater than the ESMs in some locations. The studies mentioned above, as
well as our work presented here, point to the importance of focusing on and understanding parameter sen-
sitivity within hydrologic modeling as these tools are applied in climate change modeling studies.

Here we use a higher-resolution (�7 km) version of VIC than the efforts discussed in Vano et al. (2012). Our
findings indicate that the cells with large precipitation trends (which also have larger amounts of precipita-
tion) tend to have water budgets (fluxes and states, e.g., Drunoff, Dsoil moisture, Devapotranspiration, and
Dswe) that are more sensitive to parameter uncertainty. Meanwhile, water budgets of cells with smaller pre-
cipitation trends tend to be less sensitive to parameter uncertainty. Higher precipitation means that there is
more water to work with than in dry cells, amplifying the response to changing parameters compared to
the dry cell. On the other hand, temperature trends are positive everywhere and more similar, thus trends
in temperature do not lead to any differentiation in sensitivity of the water balance fluxes between grid cells
(Vano et al. 2012).

We further find that dry sites, such as those represented by cells 2–5, are largely insensitive to changes in
model parameters, which is likely due to very small shifts in precipitation projected for these sites. This
insensitivity is not unexpected given the nonlinear system we are studying, in which soil moisture never
reaches a high enough level for precipitation minus evaporation to generate runoff (Demaria et al., 2007).
Therefore, precipitation would have to change substantially to cause a noticeable change in the variables
we are considering in this study. For instance, at arid sites soil parameters do not play a role because only a
small portion of the runoff will flow through the soils, while the bulk of the water leaves the basin via evap-
oration (Abdulla & Lettenmaier, 1997; Nijssen et al., 1997). Thus, obtaining evapotranspiration and humidity
observations in the basin for calibration becomes more important at these sites (Wooldridge et al., 2003).

We have examined the sensitivity of four water balance variables. Of the four, soil moisture is sensitive to
the greatest number of parameters, with the five parameters governing soil moisture infiltration and base-
flow exhibiting the largest sensitivity (Demaria et al., 2007). Drunoff, and Devapotranspiration and Dsoil
moisture were sensitive to parameters representing baseflow/infiltration parameters as well as vegetation
(albedo/canopy fraction) parameters. The variation in parameter response underlines the importance of cali-
brating the model specifically for the water balance parameter of interest. Parameters such as winter can-
opy fraction and albedo in summer are based on observed values. Therefore, efforts should be made to
better constrain these parameters values and narrow the uncertainty around their values for this region
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through extended field studies and observations. Additionally, one approach may be to calibrate the func-
tions that are utilized in the parameters in VIC, as in Samaniego et al. (2010).

Our results highlight the importance of performing global sensitivity analysis, rather than traditional one-at-
a-time parameter perturbation studies. Our variance-based approach provides a direct decomposition of
output uncertainties into a sum of input uncertainties. The main effect indices provide estimates of how to
reduce output uncertainties if we could learn the true value of each parameter. This allows us to prioritize
factors for further constraints, at least for those parameters whose prior uncertainties reflect process uncer-
tainty, rather than irreducible spatial heterogeneity. The total effect indices allow us to rank the overall
importance of each parameter including its interactions with other parameters, which in turn allows us to
eliminate some parameter uncertainties from further consideration if they do not contribute to the overall
model uncertainty, simplifying future uncertainty analyses for water management studies. For example,
we see strong interaction effects for the Dsoil moisture between dsmax, ds, and depth3 and for
Devapotranspiration dsmax and ds, which indicate that for studies that focused on Dsoil moisture
(Devapotranspiration), all three (two) of these variables require refinement (Figures 6b and 6c).

These critical interactions between parameter uncertainties are impossible to detect using one-at-a-time
approaches. Traditional approaches cannot rule out the possibility that a seemingly unimportant parameter
actually is important, not because of its own direct effect on the model output, but through its interactions
with other parameters. Our emulator approach uniquely enables this more sophisticated and robust form
of sensitivity analysis, provided its statistical approximations accurately represent the actual model results
as demonstrated during cross validation. We found that the statistical emulator performed well for most of
the variables we analyzed, allowing the quick estimation of �5 3 106 model evaluations needed for the
estimation of the sensitivity indices. This would have been computationally impractical using the full VIC
model directly.

A major finding of this work is the important role that canopy spacing plays in Dswe. For snow-dominated
regions, such as the Upper Colorado, minimizing uncertainty in estimates of changing snow cover will
require improved understanding of canopy fractions and LAI, both on their own and as a unit. Field studies
and remote sensing that can validate the values in MODIS, and other observational products, are vital for
improving our understanding of changing conditions as the climate changes (Atzberger & Richter, 2012).
This is even more important because snow cover will be greatly reduced over the Upper Colorado and
because the basin depends strongly on the snowpack as a resource for continued and sustained runoff
(Dawadi & Ahmad, 2012; Regonda et al., 2005).

5. Conclusion

In order to answer fundamental questions associated with the effects of climate change on water bal-
ance—such as whether runoff is controlled more by expected temperature or precipitation changes (Chris-
tensen & Lettenmaier, 2007; Nash & Gleick, 1991; Vano et al., 2012; Woodhouse et al., 2016)—it is essential
to properly quantify parameter uncertainty within the models used to investigate these questions. Here we
have identified major uncertain parameters in the widely used VIC hydrologic model and linked them to
water balance variables that exhibit sensitivity to climate change. We find that for Drunoff, early season
Dsoil moisture and Devapotranspiration the model exhibits the largest sensitivity to the maximum velocity
of baseflow, the fraction of baseflow velocity at which nonlinear baseflow begins, and the depth of the third
soil layer, which are parameters governing soil moisture infiltration and baseflow. For Dswe, sensitivity is
strongest to variations in wintertime canopy fraction and wintertime LAI.

It is imperative for the science community to improve estimates of these parameters if we are to narrow the
range of uncertainty associated with modeling the effects of climate change. We also recognize that
improved representation of hydrological processes, improved downscaling tools, and improved calibration
techniques, including deep knowledge of calibratable parameters, hidden parameters, and the range of
parameter space to apply during calibration, are important to improve the ability of scientists to narrow
uncertainties in future projections of hydrology (Mendoza et al., 2015, 2016; Mizukami et al., 2016). Our
results also suggest that an accurate representation of clumped vegetation (with partial canopy coverage)
and accurate values of LAI and canopy cover are important in particular for accurate projections of Dswe in
the Colorado Basin (Bohn & Vivoni, 2016). Efforts to improve parameter uncertainties include improved
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accuracy and application of remote sensing products (McCabe et al., 2017; Peng et al., 2017; Schmugge
et al., 2002), and continued and enhanced support of ground-based observation networks (Johnson et al.,
2010). Importantly, effort toward improved modeling of physical processes using multimodel framework
approaches such as those discussed by Atchley et al. (2015) and Clark et al. (2015) are recommended. We
conclude that sensitivity studies spanning climatic shifts are critical before model implementation and sub-
sequent study of climate change impacts can be carried out in basins such as the Colorado.

Several significant implications emerge from our work. Our methodology illustrates a new approach to
understanding sensitivities and uncertainties in large river basins, which takes into account interactions
among input parameters. This ensures that we are exploring as much of the parameter space as possible
within a finite computational budget. This is particularly important in a no-analog future where past obser-
vations of variable combinations may be unsuitable for understanding climate-change conditions (Williams
& Jackson, 2007). This expanded sensitivity analysis allows both scientists and model developers to focus on
collecting and managing data to which the model is most sensitive, while also identifying the dominant
hydrologic processes and model representations that need to be best represented in future modeling exer-
cises, as these sensitivities are on par or as great as uncertainties associated with multimodel spread in
future projections.

More broadly, the emulator approach allows users to fully explore uncertainty space. The methodology illus-
trates a new approach to understanding sensitivities and uncertainties in large river basins and allows both
scientists and model developers to focus on collecting and managing data that the model is most sensitive
to, while also identifying the dominant hydrologic processes and model representations that need to be
best represented in future modeling exercises. The global sensitivity approach, when combined with effi-
cient statistical emulation of an expensive computer model, allows decision makers to explore the response
of a basin to a range of potential climate-ecohydrological scenarios with greater statistical confidence.
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